


ABOUT THE BRAND

Hong Kong-based vegan, cruelty-free beauty brand.

Made in Japan: Collaborate with Japanese laboratory
because of their professionalism in manufacturing and
producing the highest quality products.

“East meets West” approach: Blend of Eastern adaptogens
and Western skincare technologies to create high
performance skincare formula.

Sustainable packaging: Adopt recyclable packaging designs
– to show more love and respect for our environment.

 



THE CAMPAIGN

Pretti5's first US skincare community campaign explores self-awareness,
lifestyle and beauty standards in major US cities. Our goal is to take
inspiration from each other, to share beliefs and ethoses that will take our
East meets West concept to the next level. Join us on the path of creating
future beauty traditions through the following three stations:

BEAUT-E-MOTION
Introduce your Pretti5 skincare routine while activating your senses.
How do you feel in your skin? 

SECOND SKIN
Explore how your city and lifestyle affects your skin problems.
What causes your skin problems? 

FUSION BEAUTY
Share beliefs that shape your skincare routine.
What defines your beauty standard? 



CAMPAIGN DETAILS

Collaborative IG post: 3-5 photos

Content to be shared on Pretti5 IG and TikTok: 3 Reels + 3 Videos

Content to be shared on your channels: 1 post + weekly 1 IG story for
1 month following your personal style

Timeline
Receive the products: 10th-20th of March
Submit content for approval: by the 30th of March
Publish Post: TBD with Pretti5 Team

Content Deliverables
      Please provide 10-15 images for our selection

       IG and TikTok content can be the same or similar with graphic edits

 
*Please send us all your content before deadline for approval before you post them. 
  They should only be shared on your Instagram and TikTok after approval.



BEAUT-E-MOTION

Choose a minimalistic, sleek yet unique setting and confirm with
the Pretti5 Team. (for example: steamy bathroom mirror)
Self-record your skincare routine using the Pretti5 products.
Between each step close your eyes and describe how your skin
feels: word the emotions that your senses pick up and use an
imaginary language drawing parallels to scenarios that illustrate
how you feel.  

A steamy bathroom, a sunny balcony, in the bed at candle light? What
is an intimate surrounding where your skincare routine is the most in
sync with your senses?  

Please follow these steps to produce an IG  Reel / TikTok Video:
1.

2.
3.

Example: 
"I can feel the blood circulating through my face and restoring a clear complexion. My cheeks
are brightening up. Just like when the  morning sunshine hits you through the gaps of the curtain
and slowly heats up every inch of your body. Applying it with my fingertips deeply into the layers
of my skin is like a fresh breeze that brings movement and harmony. My skin feels awake and
fresh."



BEAUT-E-MOTION

Pretti5 products (full product and name should be visible)
Product texture (show in packaging or on hands)
Product application (show the process of applying the product on face)
Skin close up after application
Full portrait of you as you explain how your skin feels 

Natural colors: Please pick a background that has soft organic colors
Minimalistic set up: Please remove any objects from the background
Clean aesthetics: Please choose a sleek interior that may include a
mirror, bed, couch, balcony 
Unique ambiance: Please aim to create a sensual mood for the video

REFERENCES

Skincare steps: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CoNXXEeNdCG/ 
 
Please include the following visuals in the video:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Please make sure the video setting follows these rules:
1.
2.
3.

4.
 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CoNXXEeNdCG/


BEAUT-E-MOTION

1 IG Reel + TikTok Video 30 sec - max 2 min (can be the same video with different edits)
5-10 images for the collaborative IG post showcasing product, product texture, product application,
skin close-up and portrait  

Deliverables:

 
Video/Photo Background and Style Example:
Steamy mirror 



SECOND SKIN

Choose a minimalistic and sleek public setting in the city where  you live
and confirm with the Pretti5 Team. (for example: ocean side in LA)
Wear a strapless top preferably to keep the focus on skin and not
clothing. If clothing is showing in the video frame please choose the
simplest fitting cut and neutral skin-toned colors.
Self-record applying your favorite Pretti5 product to your face
Add a voice over to the video to tell about the city you live in and how it
affects your skin problems 

NYC, LA, SF: humidity, smog, polluted water, lack of sleep, unhealthy diet.
Does any of these factors affect your skin condition? Let's get real. We want
to learn about how the city where you live impacts your lifestyle in order to
find the most compatible  to second skin to treat your skin problems. 

Please follow these steps to produce an IG  Reel / TikTok Video:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Voice Over Example: 
"Hi Pretti5, we are in Santa Monica at the ocean. Living in LA, this is one of my favourite places to come
to recharge my skin with the salty air. My skin is usually fighting acne break-outs because the water
here is quiet polluted. This unfortunately makes my face sensitive to sunlight. Something that's hard to
avoid in California. Pretti5's "Product name" is designed for sensitive skin, so I was excited to try it and
the results are "describe your experience with the product"."



SECOND SKIN

Pretti5 products hold in hands or in the outdoor setting (full product and
name should be visible) 
Product texture (show in packaging or on hands)
Product application (show the process of applying the product on face)
Skin close up after application

Natural colors: Please pick a background that has soft organic colors
Minimalistic set up: Please remove any objects from the surrounding
Clean aesthetics: Please choose a public space with no crowd
Unique ambiance: Please aim to find an exciting yet peaceful local setting 

REFERENCES

Product application: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cm9YHwHJ7ES/
 
Please include the following visuals in the video:

1.

2.
3.
4.

Please make sure the video setting follows these rules:
1.
2.
3.
4.

 

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cm9YHwHJ7ES/


1 IG Reel + TikTok Video 15 sec - max 45 sec (can be the same video with different edits)
5-10 images for the collaborative IG post showcasing product, product texture, product application,
skin close-up and portrait  

Deliverables:

 
Video/Photo Background and Style Example:
Public Setting

SECOND SKIN



Choose a minimalistic and sleek setting at a desk or table and confirm
with the Pretti5 Team. 
Place all Pretti5 products on the table in front of you.
Self-record a video answering the below interview question:
 What Eastern and Western beauty influences do you integrate into your      
skincare tradition? (Please include how your cultural background plays a
role in this)

From the East to the West, our mission is to fuse the best of all worlds. Tell
us which cultures inspire your skincare traditions, and share your nuanced
view on what beauty means to you.  

Please follow these steps to produce an IG  Reel / TikTok Video:
1.

2.
3.

Example: 
"Being a Chinese American, my skincare consists of a mixture of both cultures. I love TCM infused
products, as my grandma thought me a lot about their holistic health benefits when I was young. TCM is
something that I use to prevent all types of sicknesses, so my skin is not an exception. Of course, living in
LA, I am also faced with new waves of Western wellness trends. I like how the approach towards
minimalism is being redefined in the beauty industry, and I think that goes hand in hand with a more
Eastern mindset." 

FUSION BEAUTY



FUSION BEAUTY

Uncut self-recording showing you sitting at a table where the Pretti5
products are placed
Product shots: https://www.instagram.com/p/Cfwf88JAazE/  (Please start
the video with 2-3 seconds of similar shots like these) 

Natural colors: Please pick a background that has soft organic colors
Minimalistic set up: Please remove any objects from the surrounding 
Clean aesthetics: Please choose a sleek interior that may include cultural
references  
Calm ambiance: Please aim to find a harmonious setting 

REFERENCES

Self-recorded Video: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/ClfHgMzJPaK/
 
Please include the following visuals in the video:

1.

2.

Please make sure the video setting follows these rules:
1.
2.
3.

4.
 

https://www.instagram.com/p/Cfwf88JAazE/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Cfwf88JAazE/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CoNXXEeNdCG/


FUSION BEAUTY

1 IG Reel / TikTok Video 30 sec - max 1.5 min (should be the same video)
Deliverables:

 
Video Background and Style Example:
Behind Desk
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GIFTING ITEMS

HYDRO-RESCUE
REPAIRING NIGHT MASK

ANTIOXIDANT HYDRATING
TONING ESSENCE

HYDRO-POWER BRIGHTENING
CLEANSER



ABOUT THE PRODUCT

STEP 1
HYDRO-POWER BRIGHTENING

CLEANSER

INTRODUCTION

1. Brightening: Thanks to natural and botanical ingredients such as Japanese
apricot, rosehip oil, and sea kelp extract, this cleanser helps brighten skin.

2. Prevent premature ageing: With plum blossom extract uniquely derived
from Japan's Wakayama prefecture, it effectively combats glycation, a
process that speeds up skin aging

3. Lightweight but powerful: A foaming face wash that effectively purifies the
skin and helps combat blackheads, without ever stripping the face and
tightening.

HOW TO USE

Apply a right amount (around 1cm) of the cleanser into the palm and mix with
water until it foams. Massage the foam onto skin in circular motions.

Start from the sides of your nose, then its tip, bridge, and the chin. Further
cover the area between your brows, your forehead and temples with foam in
circular motions. Gently rinse with water.
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ABOUT THE PRODUCT
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STEP 2
ANTIOXIDANT HYDRATING

TONING ESSENCE

Gently pat the toner into your face with your hands
Apply with our peas in a pod reusable bamboo cotton pads
Soak several cotton pads with toner and apply as a mask for 3-5
minutes

INTRODUCTION

1. Balance skin’s natural pH: Provitamin B5 and Alpha-Glucan
Oligosaccharide to supports the skin’s natural pH. 

2. Super hydrayting: Goldflower Root and Snow Mushroom extracts, in
tandem with aloe vera, help to deliver hydration to the deep levels of the
skin.

3. Pore-refining: Refines the appearance of pores and helps to lock in
hydration and nutrients from other products.

4. Light and refreshing: Soft and water-like, without the sting of quick-drying
alcohol. Helps soothe sensitive skin problems, such as rosacea and eczema.

HOW TO USE
Application can be used in 3 different ways:

1.
2.
3.

 



ABOUT THE PRODUCT
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STEP 3
HYDRO-RESCUE

REPAIRING NIGHT MASK

INTRODUCTION

1. Spa-worthy night mask: An infusion of herbal ingredients and vitamins, this
water-based mask works its magic overnight for clear, soft and hydrated
skin. No need to wash it off!

2. Retrieve your natural glow: A unique treatment that fuses the power of
natural extracts of lavender, amur tree bark and aloe barbadensis. Fully
replenishes moisture of the skin, boosts cell regeneration and restores the
balance of skin oils. 

3. Deep moisturizing and anti-aging: Designed to repair and rejuvenate your
skin overnight. Our deep moisturizing and anti-aging formula is highly
effective in soothing your skin while reducing roughness.

HOW TO USE

Use after cleansing and applying toning essence or serum. Apply Repairing
Night Mask with the beauty spatula to your face and neck. Wear it to bed
without rinsing.



CONTENT GUIDELINES

COOPERATION PROCESS

All content shared must be mutually reviewed and

approved by both parties.

Pretti5 must be tagged and mentioned in captions in

all content released.

Don’t tag another brand in the post if it is not

Pretti5.

Do not make medical claims: Do not make any

medical claims about the skincare products. Ensure

that all content is compliant with local laws and

regulations. 

Be authentic: Provide an honest and authentic

review of the products, highlighting both the

benefits and any potential drawbacks. Do not

misrepresent the products or their efficacy.

LANGUAGE & VISUAL DIRECTION

Minimalistic: Use simple language that is easy to

understand, and capture content in clean minimal

environments.

Natural: Emphasize the natural ingredients and

formulations of the brand's products, using language that

evokes the beauty and simplicity of nature. 

Clean: Use language that emphasizes the purity and

cleanliness of the brand's products, as well as their

commitment to sustainability and ethical practices. 

Inclusive: Ensure that the language is inclusive and

welcoming to a diverse audience, avoiding language that

could be seen as exclusive or biased.

Cultural: incorporate cultural references that you relate to,

and illustrate your lifestyle and worldview.



For more information contact EDITORIAL@PRETTI5.COM

www.pretti5.com
IG: @botanicpretti5
TikTok: Pretti5_US

http://www.pretti5.com/

